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Cognac and Smoky Neutrals for Brentano at HD Expo
Textile design studio will highlight pattern and product with a subtle masculine palette

Wheeling, Ill. (February 2015) — Brentano makes an eighth consecutive appearance at the Hospitality Design Expo in Las Vegas this year. For the occasion, the textile design studio will dress their space in a masculine palette of cognac and smoky (also smokin’) neutrals like steel, parchment and tobacco.

“Bringing some formality to the HD Expo felt right for our 25th anniversary,” says National Sales Manager Jeff Frank. “Our space will be very tailored, very sophisticated with moments of whimsy — like men’s suiting with a Brentano red boutonniere. The subtle palette allows us to highlight our dynamic new patterns, including outdoor and performance fabrics from this spring and exclusive textures and designs we’ve been saving for fall.”

HD Expo goers will find Brentano in space 3277 from May 13 to 15.
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